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Dynamic graphs:
how to show data over time

This chapter covers
■

How to present data when it has a date/time
element

■

What to do with data that changes over time

■

How to deal with graph elements that contain
durations

So far, one of the major themes of this book is that although static graph visualizations are good, interactivity is far better. Allowing for interaction with graph
visualizations offers an additional element that significantly enhances the user
experience and the ease by which viewers can gain valuable information about the
data contained in the graph. In a sense, those interactive graph visualizations are
dynamic in that the user can control what they’re seeing by laying out the data differently or applying filters. That’s not what I talk about in this chapter. Here, when
I say dynamic graphs, I mean graphs where the data itself is changing over time, such
as when you’re looking at financial transactions (cash transfers between bank
accounts, for example) or census information (such as migration patterns of
human movements between countries). How do you show graphs over time? You
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How do graphs change over time?

need to figure out exactly what that means, and there are two scenarios where you
might want to do this:
■

■

Visualizing how you changed your graph over time. (What new data did you
add to your graph, and when did you add it?)
Visualizing graph data that has some sort of date/time property. (How do you
illustrate dates and times in your data?)

In the first instance, it might be important to know when and where you added data to
your graph. Imagine you’re an intelligence analyst and you’re attempting to justify
going to war in Iraq in 2003. You need to show a graph of what was known about Iraq
intelligence at the time, leaving out all the data that became known later. The date/
time associated with each graph item (node or edge) might be the point in time at
which that item was added to your graph data, so in effect you have a history of your
graph and how it evolved as you added new data.
The second instance is where there’s a date/time property on your data itself. This
could be on the nodes but is far more often found on the links. In chapter 1 of this
book, we made a graph of the Enron emails, showing who was emailing whom. At the
time, we didn’t pay attention to when those emails were sent, but each email, which
we modeled as a link between the sender and the receiver, has a date/time associated
with it, as do most communications data or transactional data. Now I can show you
how to visualize that date/time data.
In both of these instances, we’re interested not only in the what—what’s connected to what else; that’s adequately covered in the node-link diagrams—but also the
when—when did those connections happen? How do we show that, and do important
patterns emerge?

9.1

How do graphs change over time?
Before we get into how to visualize data that has a time element, we have to think about
what we gain from visualizing this data. What sorts of things would an effective time-based
graph visualization show? In short, why do we care? Table 9.1 shows some examples.
Table 9.1 A list of ways graphs can change over time and why those changes might be relevant
to see
Graph change

Relevance

Example

Node addition and
removal

Perhaps nodes were relevant in
your graph for only a short duration of time.

In graphing IP traffic, it’s useful to see if an IP
address had a brief flurry of activity and then
went silent, possibly indicating the device was
turned off.

Link addition and
removal

Perhaps two nodes were connected for only a short duration
of time and unrelated otherwise.

If you’re looking at criminal networks, two criminals may have communicated directly at first
but now go through intermediaries.

Property changes
on nodes or links

Perhaps properties that are relevant are increasing or decreasing
over time.

In graphing financial networks, perhaps a bank
account started out small but grew significantly
over time and is now worthy of more scrutiny.
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Table 9.1 A list of ways graphs can change over time and why those changes might be relevant
to see (continued)
Graph change
Community formation or dissolution

Relevance
Perhaps groups of nodes are
tightly connected at times but
unrelated otherwise.

Example
When graphing social networks, social groups
often start off homogenous with lots of links
between them but quickly split off into isolated
groups.

In most networks, the time attribute is on the link, not the node. Let’s look at a couple
of examples:
■

In a financial network, when listing transactions between merchants and customers, each transaction has a time stamp, and there can be several (for example,
when an individual buys from a merchant several times over the course of a day).
In this case, the time we care about is the time of those transactions that are the
links in our network. We might be interested in uncovering patterns in the timing
of those transactions from a business intelligence perspective to learn more about
who was buying products and when. Figure 9.1 shows an example of this.

Figure 9.1 Olivia used her credit card at these merchants in July and August 2014. This data could
be important in understanding how stolen credit card numbers propagate by looking at the pattern of
disputed transactions.

How do graphs change over time?
■

■
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In the review fraud example we explored in chapter 2, we looked at Amazon
reviews of products and tried to uncover the patterns that appear when someone submits fraudulent reviews, namely, false positive reviews of themselves and
false negative reviews of their competitors. In that example, we neglected to
mention the time variable, but it’s a critical element when trying to uncover suspicious behavior. Did these reviews happen all at once within a short time span,
or were they spread out over months or years? Because the review is the link
between the reviewer and the product, those dates and times will appear as
properties on the link. Figure 9.2 has an example of this.
Communications networks also will almost certainly have a date/time stamp on
the link, regardless of the method of communication. Whether you’re tracking
emails, text messages, or phone calls, each one of those communications happens at a particular date and time, and it’s helpful to understand not just that
Sam emailed Holly but when. I show examples of this in section 9.2.2.

Sometimes it isn’t enough to know that a relationship exists between nodes; in some
cases, better analysis is possible if you can also visualize when the relationship took
place. Because relationships are denoted with links between nodes, the date/time
data appears as a property of the link.

Figure 9.2 The user at the lower left has left dozens of five-star reviews and no negative
ones. If those reviews are spread over time, perhaps the user is just easy to satisfy. If they
came all at once, it’s more likely the user is a bot or part of an astroturfing campaign.
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Now let’s look at different techniques for visualizing time-based data.

9.2

How to visualize changes over time
There are countless different approaches to visualizing dynamic graphs; an entire subdomain of graph theory is dedicated to it. I’ve selected two of the most popular
approaches to discuss here alongside some examples of when they’re useful. The
small multiples approach is helpful when you want to see the change of the graph
structure over time but don’t necessarily need to see the detail of individual nodes
and links. The time bar approach gives the user control over which window of time
they want to view but doesn’t present the data all on one page and therefore requires
more effort.

9.2.1

Small multiples—showing time with many small graphs
One method for showing changes over time is to show a completely separate graph for
a number of time instants. This can be helpful to show changes in the structure of the
graph over time, but in order to show a large number of graphs, they would have to be
quite small to fit on a single page. This makes identifying the exact items that are
changing very difficult.
Let’s look at an example, shown in figure 9.3. This series of graphs shows the
increasing polarization of the US Congress over the last few decades, as seen in the
voting history of each member of the House of Representatives. The graph shows
each elected representative as a node, with the color indicating their party affiliation and the links between nodes the instances where those people voted together
on a bill. This graphic originally appeared in the journal PLOS One (Public Library
of Science) in April 2015. Notice that the changes in the structure of the graph are
readily apparent; in the 1950s and 1960s, there were lots of Democrats voting with
lots of Republicans, but bipartisanship has all but disappeared in more recent years.
But what we don’t see in this graph is any information about individual members of
Congress and how they voted—those details are lost because the value of the graph
is in showing the change in structure. This is OK for the point the authors are trying
to prove in this visualization, but it wouldn’t work if the goal were to see how individual members of Congress were voting alongside their colleagues.
It becomes easy to spot when the makeup of Congress leaned more heavily Democrat (blue) or Republican (red). It also shows times when major national events influenced the likelihood that representatives would vote across party lines, like in 2001
when Democrats and Republicans voted together to pass tougher national security
measures in the wake of the September 11 attacks.

How to visualize changes over time
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Figure 9.3 Many small graphs showing decreased collaboration between members of Congress of
different parties over time. Look at the difference between the 1993 makeup of Congress and that of
1995: many more Republicans were elected, and it marked a shift to a time when collaboration between
the parties has all but ended. This diagram is included in the color section in the print edition of this book.
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Time-based filtering
The best approach under most circumstances, and a feature included with both KeyLines and Gephi, is to allow filtering by time on a single node-link visualization. This
means that instead of showing different charts on individual slices of time, the user
selects a window of time and thus filters the chart to show only the events that happened during that window. The drawback of this approach is that it doesn’t allow for
a big-picture single view that allows you to see how the network changes over time
and therefore isn’t possible with static diagrams, but in interactive environments, it
works well.
A SAMPLE OF APPLYING FILTERS TO THE NODOBO DATA SET

Let’s look at an example of high schoolers’ cell phone use. In 2010, researchers at the
University of Strathclyde in Scotland conducted a study on cell phone use in which
they visited a high school class and gave each student a Google Nexus smartphone.
The students could use the phones for the duration of the semester, on the condition
that the researchers could track the students’ interactions on those phones. The purpose of the study was to better understand how teenagers interact with their cell
phones, but the researchers made all the data publicly available (properly anonymized) in what’s known as the Nodobo data set. Because each phone call or text message is a transaction between two phones, we can use this data to create a graph of the
communications made by these students. Let’s look at this graph as a standard nodelink diagram in figure 9.4.
The result of the study was that over the course of five months in 2010–11, the
researchers gathered records of 13,000 phone calls and 85,000 text messages. (Due to
the volume of the data, the graph shows only a small percentage of those items. A link
represents the entire relationship between two phones, which could be thousands of
text messages or a single phone call. This makes for a manageable diagram.)
We can learn some social patterns by looking at who is communicating with whom.
The well-connected nodes at the center of the chart are the students who are calling
and texting their peers the most. The nodes around the perimeter of the graph aren’t
as socially connected. Figure 9.5 is a view with more detail.
This diagram tells us nothing about when those connections happen, though. Do
the phone calls spike on weekends or in the evenings? Is the overall trend up or
down? What about calls during the holiday break; how is that graph different from the
graph showing all the calls? In order to answer that, we need to use the interactivity of
the graph to explore different windows of time. A common technique for this is to use
a time slider and a filter. Figure 9.6 shows what the slider would look like, and figure 9.7
shows the filter.

How to visualize changes over time
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Figure 9.4 A graph of the students’ phone calls in the Nodobo study. The nodes at the center of the starburst
patterns are the students themselves and the isolated nodes surrounding them are the phones they called. When
the starbursts are connected, it means two students in the study contacted each other. Most of the numbers the
students called were not a part of the study, however (say, when they called a pizza parlor or their parents).
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Figure 9.5 More detail from the Nodobo
data set displayed in figure 9.4. The study
participants appear in the center of each
starburst. Links are either unidirectional
or bidirectional, indicating whether the
participant sent or received calls and texts.
(The phone numbers are anonymized, which is
why they don’t appear as normal numbers.)

Figure 9.6 The Nodobo data with a timeline at the bottom. The histograms show the relative
frequency of communications in each time period from September 2010 to January 2011, with spikes
in early September and the end of October.

How to visualize changes over time
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Figure 9.7 The Nodobo study graph, filtered to show only communications that took place the
second week of September

The time bar you see in the bottom of figure 9.6 is a simple bar chart. The height of
the bars shows the frequency of communications during that time window, showing a
peak at the beginning of the semester when the students are excited to get a new
phone, a trough in October when they realize it’s just another phone like any other,
and then another spike around Halloween. It levels off after that. This is useful information, but it’s not particularly relevant to the graph. The better analysis comes in
when we zoom and pan on the time bar. Let’s zoom in on the second week of September, where there’s a spike in activity; you’ll see this in figure 9.7.
In addition to zooming the time bar and changing the units from weeks to days on
the bar chart, the chart is also filtered to hide all the links (and the nodes that as a
result would have no links). What we can see in this week is that there are a number of
isolated subgraphs that aren’t connected to each other—students are communicating
with external phone numbers but not among themselves as much. That’s expected for
the very beginning of the course, before the students have gotten to know their classmates. Let’s zoom in one more time to see September 14, 2010, because it’s a very
active day in the study. Figure 9.8 shows the details.
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Figure 9.8 Filtering to display only communications on September 14, 2010, divided by hour on the
time bar. The graph shows that nearly all the calls happened in the afternoon and that the graph is very
broken up—the students aren’t talking to each other much at all.

What we see at this level of detail is the frequency of calls by hour of the day, and the
graph shows that there’s very little communication between students, as you can see
from the broken up nature of the graph. You can create interactivity on the time bar
just as you can interact with the chart (zooming in or panning). It allows you to see
how the chart changes when you apply those filters, watching as nodes appear and disappear. Patterns over time become evident, such as how students are calling each
other more often in the evenings versus calling external numbers in the daytime.
You’ll also notice a Play button at the bottom of the time bar in figure 9.8. Both
KeyLines and Gephi provide the ability to animate time and show the changes identified in table 9.1. The animation shows nodes and links appearing and disappearing as
they fall inside and out of the time window.
When you apply filters based on time to this data set, you can see student communications peak around key events. By pinpointing a specific time of interest, the filters
can show you patterns of the students’ communication activity and how that changes
over time. Next, we’ll look at what happens when events last longer than an instant.

How to visualize changes over time
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Please note
We’ve treated these communications examples as being a single instant in time, say
2:15:00 p.m. on February 15, 2015, EDT. Although this is true for text messages,
it’s not technically true for phone calls, because they start at a certain time, last for
some number of minutes, and then end. The charts in figures 9.6–9.8 don’t show
that effectively. KeyLines doesn’t handle this well; it treats all nodes with a date/time
as having a stamp, or an instant in time. Gephi’s dynamic model is more fully fleshed
out, because it allows items to have both a start time and a stop time, showing that
a call started at a specific time, the users talked for some amount of time, and then
it ended. Zooming far in on the time bar would show calls that were in progress during
the window of time selected, not just ones that started during that window. It’s a subtle but important difference. In order to enable durations on the temporal model in
Gephi, you’ll need to enable time intervals, found on the configuration window in the
data laboratory. We’ll return to this concept in section 9.4.

9.2.3

Graphs with dynamic properties
At the bottom of table 9.1, I mentioned dynamic properties (property changes on
nodes or links). This is a very different type of dynamic graph. Instead of the node or
link having a date/time associated with it, a property of that node or link changes over
time. Imagine a person is a node on a chart and he has a property of Marital Status.
The value for that property is Married, but that doesn’t tell the whole story. In truth,
the value for that person was Single from birth to 2009 and Married thereafter. If I’m
designing my graph to indicate marital status (perhaps with a node color or a glyph),
I’m going to want to use the time bar to show that person as single when zoomed into
a pre-2009 date and married afterward.
This is another area where Gephi allows you to visualize this but KeyLines does
not. In Gephi, all date/time ranges are properties; there’s no such thing as a date/
time property on the node or link itself. Then you use the various features of Gephi to
control how the graph visualization should appear. In chapter 5, we talked about how
the partition feature allows you to assign colors to unique values of properties on
nodes and links (maybe one color for married and another for single), and the rank
feature allows you to scale the size or color of a node or link for numeric values of
properties. Gephi doesn’t care if this is a static or dynamic variable; it will automatically size/color the node appropriately based on the time selected. Animating the
time bar in Gephi will show changes to visual properties as time flows, so you’d see
that node flip from single to married after 2009. Filters are handled the same way; you
can apply a filter in Gephi the same way you learned in chapter 6, and items will
appear or disappear based on whether their value of the selected property meets the
filter criteria.
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Time property in KeyLines versus Gephi
There’s an important distinction between the way KeyLines handles date/times and
how Gephi handles them.
In KeyLines, the graph nodes and links have instants of time and the user selects
a range of time to show all items that fall in that range. A node or link has one or
more date/time properties on it, and each one can have a value. (For example, a
bank transaction may have a specific date/time and a dollar amount value associated with it.) The time bar itself selects a range, and KeyLines is often customized
to filter the chart.
Gephi assigns either a time stamp or both start and stop date/times to either the
node or link itself or an individual property of the node or link, allowing you to model
how properties of the items are changing over time. Gephi can be customized to filter
or change the size or color of nodes and links as those properties change.

9.3

Implementing dynamic graphs
Both KeyLines and Gephi offer methods for handling dynamic graphs. Gephi’s version has more capabilities than what KeyLines can do in this regard, but it can be a bit
more challenging to wrap your head around.

9.3.1

Dynamic graphs in Gephi
The first step is to get the right data model. Probably the best way to understand how
Gephi handles dynamic data is to generate a random dynamic graph and then look at
the data that was created. You can do this from the File menu: File > Generate >
Dynamic Graph Example, which will use random data to create a graph. If you now go
to the data laboratory to inspect the resulting data, you’ll see that each node has a
time stamp value indicating when that node is present. Mine looks like this:
<[2003.0, 2006.0, 2007.0, 2008.0, 2009.0]>
This shows me that this node was present in years 2003, 2006, 2007, 2008, and 2009
but was missing in all other years.
DYNAMIC FILTERING

Now this won’t automatically filter the graph when the time bar is moved; to do that
you have to apply a filter. Drag the Time Interval filter at the right side of the Gephi
window down to the Queries panel at the bottom. This applies a filter so that only
nodes and links that have a date/time that falls in the range selected are visible when
the time bar is scrolled. You can see this in figure 9.9.
The time bar at the bottom of the screen now allows you to define a range that you
want to select. You can size, drag, and animate this time bar to view the graph for different windows of time. You can see this in figure 9.10.

Implementing dynamic graphs
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Drag from the top
to the bottom to
activate the filter.

Figure 9.9 How to apply a time-based filter to a dynamic graph in Gephi

Figure 9.10 An example of the Gephi time bar. Dates are along the top. Drag the box to pan through time, and drag
the edges of the box to resize the window of time. The Play button on the left will animate the graph when clicked.

DYNAMIC SIZING AND COLORING

Another feature of Gephi is that the date/time property on an item may have a value
associated with it, allowing you to control not just whether that item is shown or hidden but the size and/or color of the node or link as well. Imagine a node represents a
bank account, whose total account holdings vary over time. It could be useful to size
the node according to how much is in that account at any one point and then use the
time bar to watch it grow and shrink. To do that, there’s a slightly different way of storing the data. Instead of just a list of time stamps, you need a list of time stamps alongside their associated values. The dynamic graph example shows this also, under a table
called Score. In my case, it looks like this:
<[2003.0, 4]; [2006.0, 1]; [2008.0, 2]; [2009.0, 1]; [2012.0, 1]; [2013.0, 4]>
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This means that in 2003 the value of this node was 4, in 2006 it was 1, and so on. Let’s
assign that property to the size of the node. This is done from the Appearance pane in
the upper-left side of the window. I’ve shown this in figure 9.11.

Figure 9.11 Assigning the node size to the
value of the score property enables the node to
grow or shrink as you move through the time bar.
The unlabeled button at the bottom center of the
chart switches to dynamic mode.

Clicking Apply will automatically scale the size of the node according to the score
attribute as it appears right now. Alternatively, the chain link icon in the bottom center of the dialog (which I highlighted with an arrow in figure 9.11 so you don’t miss it)
will switch to continuous mode, where it will resize nodes based on their value at the
time that appears in the time bar. Try this and then animate the time bar; you’ll watch
nodes grow and shrink as their values change. (You can also change the maximum
size to 15 to make the differences more obvious.)
DYNAMIC LAYOUTS

Another feature of dynamic graphs in Gephi is the ability to run layouts continuously—this means that as the graph changes over time, you can run a new layout with
each tick of the time bar, making the chart easier to read as nodes and links appear
and disappear. Only a few of the layouts in the Layouts pane support this continuous
mode, the main ones being ForceAtlas, ForceAtlas2, and Fruchterman-Reingold.
Those layouts will continue to run when selected, and as changes happen in the chart
because of changes in the time bar, the layout will reorganize the chart. This can be
helpful if otherwise you’d have widely disparate items because everything in between
was hidden, but it can cause confusion and the user can lose their place if things are
continuously flying around. I’d shy away from using this too often, but it is useful on
graphs with few nodes.
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Dynamic graphs in KeyLines
KeyLines handles dates and times a bit differently from Gephi—the basic idea of having a time bar allowing users to scroll through and animate time is the same, but
date/times are strictly properties of the node or link. Dates and times can’t be applied
to a property of a node or link, and they’re solely time stamps, not durations with start
and end times. This limits the applicability to cases where the user is interested in analyzing patterns in instantaneous events or where viewing the duration isn’t important.
If you think back to the married/single example in section 9.3.2, you’ll recall that KeyLines can’t show changes in properties over time, so you can’t graph this information
because marital status is a property of a node.
DATA MODEL

KeyLines has a special property on each node and link called dt, and this is part of the
JSON object model that defines chart items. Because KeyLines is JavaScript, it uses the
JavaScript date object to assign date/times, but epoch time (the number of seconds
since January 1, 1970) is also supported. JavaScript has a decent date parser too, so
something like “July 3rd, 2015, 3pm GMT” would correctly parse to epoch time, which
can then be passed to KeyLines. Chart items can have more than one date/time also,
which is important because in the text message example I showed earlier, the link represents the entire conversation, which includes many dozen individual messages, each
of which has its own time stamp. Each time stamp can optionally have a value, similar
to Gephi, but this value must be a number. This value controls how the item affects
the histograms. If it exists, the height of the histogram is the sum total of the values in
that time range (useful for bank transactions, for example, where the amount being
transferred is more important than the total number of transactions). An example of
a JSON object containing a date/time follows:
{
id: 'Corey',
type: 'node',
dt: [1457374912, 1457141521],
c: 'blue',
e: 1.5
}

Multiple date/
time stamps

This can apply to nodes, edges, or both.
BUILDING A CHART

Once you have your JSON data object, you can pass the data to KeyLines to build your
chart. In KeyLines, the node-link chart and the time bar are two separate HTML components, but they take the same data and can be bound together. So you pass the same
JSON object to both chart.load() and timebar.load(). Now you have two components with the same data, but there’s no interoperability between the two. Similar to
the way chart events in KeyLines can be bound to JavaScript functions, the same is
true with the time bar. So click, hover, and change are all events that fire when the
user interacts with the time bar. Change also fires when the range of the time bar has
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been changed by animation. What you want to do is have the node-link chart filter to
show only the items in a selected window of time in the time bar—that’s just a few lines
of code:
Filter to only the items
in the time bar’s range

Bind the time bar changes to
the filter function on the chart

timebar.bind('change', function () {
chart.filter(timebar.inRange, { animate: false, type: 'link' }, function() {
chart.layout('tweak', { animate: true, time: 1000 });
});

Run a layout after each change; the tweaked layout
slightly alters the position of nodes as opposed to
redrawing the entire chart.

By decoupling the time bar from the chart, you could choose to do other things to
the chart as the user interacts with the time bar. Replacing chart.filter() with
chart.background() in the previous code would gray out items that fall outside the
selected range instead of hiding them altogether. You could also change the visual styling of items during certain time ranges by using chart.setProperties. Another
thing that can be helpful with the time bar change event is that you may want to load
your data into the chart piecemeal as opposed to all at once. One strategy would be to
re-query your data source when the user scrolls the time bar outside the initial range
to obtain that new data and populate the chart:
function adjustData() {
var range = timebar.range();
var t1 = range.dt1.getTime();
var t2 = range.dt2.getTime();

timebar.range gives two
endpoints of range

var needToFetch = t1 < originalFrom || t2 > originalTo;
if(needToFetch){
fetchData(t1, t2, dataRangeFrom, dataRangeTo);
}
}

Compare to original
values to see if you
need to fetch new data

fetchData would be function
to access your data source
but isn’t defined here

The chart in figure 9.12 shows an example. The data is from the Boston Hubway system, where users can rent a bicycle at one location in the city and return it to another
location later that day.
This is modeled as a graph with the stations as nodes and the trips taken by cyclists
as links. The time of each trip is shown on the time bar, showing a diurnal pattern
(lots of daytime trips and almost none at night), as expected. In this case, the time
bar’s range is bound to the filter function of the chart, therefore showing only trips
taken during the selected window, but also the node’s color is bound to the number of
rentals originating or terminating at that station during the selected time window. As
the time bar animates, links will appear and disappear and the nodes will change
color depending on how busy they are.

Implementing dynamic graphs
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Figure 9.12 A graph showing short-term bike rentals in Boston, MA. Dark stations are high traffic and
light stations are lower traffic. The time bar shows the window of time we’re considering.

SELECTIONS

The time bar histograms aren’t labeled with values, so the absolute height of those
bars is somewhat meaningless. They’re useful only to get a relative understanding of
the frequency of items in the time window. The same is true for selection lines, which
are a way of showing subsets of the graph on the time bar. Often, it’s useful to look at
a small sample of the data and see how it compares to the full data to see if there are
similar patterns. For example, we may want to look at how a particular person’s communications compare to all the communications in our data set. To do this, the time
bar allows us to specify what KeyLines calls a selection object on it, which shows a line
graph in a specific color. Figure 9.13 has an example.
The green line is a selection object selecting just the bike trips that originated at
the Harvard Square station and the red line shows those that terminate at Harvard
Square. The result is that we can suss out patterns over time of different subsets of
the data; are more bikes being rented at certain stations in the morning and
returned in the evenings or the other way around? The selection object is easy to
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Figure 9.13 The selection lines in the time bar show the bicycle traffic originating at the selected
station (green) and terminating at that station (red). This could aid the organization in learning when
bikes must be manually moved from one station to another so there are always enough bikes where
they are needed.

assemble; it’s just an array of the IDs of the items you want highlighted, along with
some options:
var items = [
{id: ['id1', 'id2'], index: 0, c: 'green'},
{id: ['id3', 'id4'], index: 1, c: 'red' }
];
timebar.selection(items);

Selection line 1 in green
Selection line 2 in red

KeyLines allows up to three selection objects per chart.
Gephi and KeyLines have different strengths in graphing dynamic data. Gephi has
more features, allowing more fine-tuned control over the time data. KeyLines has a
blunter data model but is easier to implement.

Summary
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Summary
In this chapter, you learned the following:
■

■

■

■
■

■

Graph data is nearly always changing. You can use small multiple graphs or time
bars to visualize those changes.
You should nearly always add date/time stamps as a property of the link instead
of the node.
Time bars allow you to filter the graph to show only the data that occurred during a selected time window.
Filtering by time helps you understand patterns in the data.
In Gephi, you can make properties dynamic instead of using time stamps on
nodes and links. This way you can model different values for properties at different times.
KeyLines adds a date/time property to both nodes and links and allows the
same data model in both the graph and the time bar. They have to be linked
together to do filtering.

In this chapter, we looked at how graph data can change over time and how you can
make better, dynamic graphs to answer the “when” question. In the next chapter we’ll
look at strategies for answering the “where.” Superimposing graphs on maps can be
valuable but has its own unique set of challenges.
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